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Defining Deterrence Down
What’s the return address of a non-state actor with a bomb?
By James Kurth
THE NUCLEAR AGE was inaugurated by
the largest and most advanced industrial
power in history, the United States. Only
the greatest of great powers had the
capacity to mobilize the vast and diverse
resources necessary to acquire the first
nuclear weapons. The U.S. then
announced the advent of the new age
with a big bang, over Hiroshima and
again over Nagasaki.
The next power to acquire nuclear
weapons was the only other superpower, the Soviet Union. Although never
as super as the United States, the Soviets possessed the second-largest industrial capacity in the world, so it was altogether natural that the USSR took silver
in the nuclear-weapons race.
Neither was it surprising that the next
states to join the club were also major
industrial powers, although not really
super ones—Britain in 1952, France in
1960, and China in 1964. When India
tested its “nuclear device” in 1974 (it did
not then call it a nuclear weapon), even
this merely developing economy did not
seem to be very far below the previous
capacity standard. Clearly, as the
nuclear age was advancing in years, the
required capacity for acquiring nuclear
weapons was becoming smaller. Finally,
in 1998, when Pakistan tested its first
nuclear weapon, it demonstrated that
nuclear weapons could be acquired by a
state that was hardly an industrial
power at all. The nuclear tests by North
Korea in 2006 emphasized this new real-

ity, and if and when Iran develops its
own nuclear weapons, that will underscore the point.
In the course of the first six decades
of the nuclear age, advances in technology and, more importantly, in the ability
to obtain technologies already developed by more advanced nations, have
steadily lowered the threshold for
acquiring nuclear weapons. Technological advances have driven the necessary
capacity downward, successively from
superpowers, to major powers, to minor
powers.
Now, in the seventh decade of the
nuclear age, the great fear is that we will
soon see—perhaps with another big
bang—the next step in this drive downward. Nuclear weapons will be acquired
by an organization that is no power or
state at all, a subnational but transnational terrorist network, such as alQaeda, which has already said that it is
intent upon using nuclear weapons
against America.
Not being a state, a sub- and transnational network does not possess territory or population for which it would be
responsible—assets that it seeks to preserve and protect, which would be the
targets of retaliatory attacks by other
states. Thus sub- and transnational networks cannot be the objects of classical,
state-against-state deterrence, a principal foundation of the international order
(such as it is) that we have been living in
ever since the advent of the nuclear age.

Moreover, one can imagine that technological advances will eventually drive
the capacity threshold even lower, from
the sub- and transnational network or
group to its logical endpoint: just one or
two persons by themselves. The longpredicted age of the “super-empowered
individual” would at last have arrived.
At present, however, we are only in
the midst of the downward transition to
the sub- and transnational network.
That is still enough to get our attention.
Unless deterrence can be re-invented to
fit transnational Islamist terrorist networks, we are about to witness the end
of an epoch—and the end of many
Americans as well.
The reality of the threat from
transnational Islamist terrorist networks was clearly revealed on Sept. 11,
2001. But the potential for that threat
to also become a nuclear one has been
ticking away ever since Pakistan
acquired nuclear weapons in 1998. Not
only was the Pakistani bomb the first
“Islamic bomb” (if not quite an Islamist
one), but Pakistan acquired it with the
aid of an extensive transnational
nuclear network orchestrated by its
chief nuclear scientist, A.Q. Khan. It
became obvious that Islamists in Pakistan might use a similar transnational
network to pass on Pakistani nuclear
weapons to other Islamists elsewhere.
In any event, other Muslim countries,
most obviously Iraq and Iran, seemed
to be good candidates to acquire the
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next Islamic bomb and perhaps to pass
it on.
Confronted with these ominous
developments, this demonic dynamic
that undermined and disoriented classical deterrence, the Bush administration
chose to replace deterrence with preemption. This choice and the reasoning
behind it were spelled out in September
2002 in the administration’s National
Security Strategy of the United States. In
principle, the preemption strategy
appeared reasonable, but when applied
to Iraq, it required making two dubious
arguments—Saddam Hussein was
acquiring nuclear weapons, and he was
also supporting al-Qaeda—and then
constructing a dubious connection
between them. One might have thought
that the debacle of applying preemption
to Iraq would have discredited the doctrine, but the Bush administration is
now seeking to do much the same with
Iran.
But the replacement of deterrence
with preemption was premature. The
full potential of deterrence had not been
explored or exploited. Instead, it is possible to argue that classical deterrence—the deterrence of states—can

rence and redirect our approach downward from states to communities, be
they ethnic groups, tribes, or clans.
In searching the Islamic world for
places in which traditional deterrence
can be effective against the threat of
nuclear terrorism, the obvious place to
look is strong states that can be held
responsible for their own actions and
for the actions of the people (including
potential nuclear terrorists) who live
within their territory. There are not
many such strong states in the Islamic
world. Rather, for reasons that seem to
be intrinsic to Muslim societies, the
normal pattern is authoritarian states
that are brutal but also too weak to control all of their territory (e.g., Sudan,
Yemen, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan).
Moreover, as the inevitable decay of any
regime works its way, the weak state
often becomes a failed one (e.g., Somalia, Pakistan as it seems to have now
become). There is one very good example of the kind of state we are looking
for, however: Iran.
When most Americans think of Iran,
they think of a terrorist state, one that
promotes transnational terrorist organizations such as Hezbollah and which,

SINCE THE IRANIAN REGIME HAS A GREAT DEAL TO PROTECT, IT HAS MANY
ASSETS THAT ARE HOSTAGES TO U.S. RETALIATION. THUS IT IS A GOOD
CANDIDATE FOR CLASSICAL DETERRENCE.
still be used against one version of the
Islamist terrorist threat: Shi’ite terrorism, which emanates from Iran. This is a
simpler problem, and it largely can be
addressed in the old-fashioned way.
The other version of the Islamist terrorist threat is Sunni terrorism, which
emanates from transnational networks,
particularly al-Qaeda and its affiliates.
This is a complex problem, and to
address it, we need to reinvent deter-
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through its continuing nuclear enrichment program, is steadily laying the
groundwork for obtaining nuclear
weapons. Together, these two features
will give Iran the capacity for nuclear
terrorism.
Iran is certainly all of this, but it is also
something more. Like the Soviet regime
when it supported an international
movement and like the Chinese Communist regime when it supported com-
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munist insurgencies in Southeast Asia,
the Iranian Islamist regime wants to preserve its state, its territory, its resources,
its people, and above all itself, while at
the same time promoting revolution
abroad. But the goal of preservation
takes priority over the goal of promotion. Since the Iranian regime has a great
deal to protect, it has a great many
assets that are hostages to U.S. retaliation. Thus it is a good candidate for classical deterrence.
Iran is also the major Shi’ite state.
Indeed, it is the only Shi’ite power. Its
territory of 636,000 square miles and its
population of 61 million are immensely
larger than any other Shi’ite state. This
means not only that the Iranian regime
has significant territory and population
that it wants to preserve, but it is also
the only substantial and sustained supporter of Shi’ite transnational terrorist
networks. That is why virtually all Shi’ite
terrorists are concentrated within
Hezbollah, which Iran supports (and
can control). This means that by deterring Iran, it is also possible in effect to
deter Hezbollah.
Now if Iran were the only potential
source of nuclear terrorism, it would
certainly present a grave deterrence
problem. After all, deterring the Soviet
Union posed a very serious problem
indeed, and deterring the Chinese Communist regime still does. However, the
problem of deterring Islamist nuclear
terrorism can be thought about in the
old-fashioned, classical way. We would
not be wrestling with what appears to be
a new and intractable puzzle.
It is not the established regime holding many valuable assets but the
transnational network holding few or
none that poses this problem. The
danger comes not from the strong state
that can control its territory and population but from the failed or failing one
that cannot. Here we see a major and
important contrast between Shi’ite and
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Sunni Islamist terrorist networks. Since
the Shi’ite networks are in large measure controlled by Iran, we can hold Iran
responsible for their actions. Sunni networks, in contrast, are in large measure
controlled by no strong state. Rather,
they are supported either by substate
and transnational actors operating
within weak states (like the Wahabist
foundations, tribes, and clans within
Saudi Arabia) or by official units of the
weak states (like the Inter-Services
Intelligence agency of Pakistan). If the
United States tries to apply the methods
of classical deterrence against the Saudi
state or the Pakistan state, it is applying
pressure at the wrong point; it is like
pushing on a wet noodle. By pressing on
the weak state, the United States is
pressing only indirectly on the actual
source of the nuclear terrorist threat,
and the pressure is dissipated within the
political and bureaucratic miasma that
is a failing government.
The obvious solution for the United
States is instead to press directly on the
actual source of the nuclear terrorist
threat. This means descending from the
higher but superficial and artificial level
of the state down to the lower but substantive and real level of the substate
organization, ethnic community, or even
local tribe or clan. In other words, just
as technological advances have driven
nuclear acquisition capacity downward,
so too and in response, we will have to
drive nuclear deterrence strategy downward.
Consider a vertical dimension of
deterrence, ranging from the national
state at the top down through the successive levels of the ethnic community
and the tribe to the clan at the bottom.
At the same time, imagine a horizontal
dimension, spanning the wide array of
entities that conflict with each other on
any particular level: Iran versus Saudi
Arabia; Shi’ite community versus Sunni
community; Sunni tribe versus another

Sunni tribe, and so on. It is the nature of
societies composed of ethnic communities, tribes, or clans that on each of these
levels there have been long standing
conflicts.
Strategists are, of course, very familiar with state-versus-state conflicts.
They are also well versed in the strategies of balance of power and divide and
rule, by which one state or power preserves or advances its interests by playing different states against each other.

and protégés), is embedded within a community of people who sustain and support it. Islamist terrorists, just like Mao’s
guerrillas, have to swim in a sea of people,
and this is true of nuclear terrorists, too.
In the Islamic world, that community
almost always has a self-conscious collective identity, with the members thinking of themselves first as a community
and not as individuals. When Westerners
gravitate toward groups, they define
themselves within such weak or empty

JUST AS TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES HAVE DRIVEN NUCLEAR ACQUISITION
CAPACITY DOWNWARD, SO TOO AND IN RESPONSE, WE WILL HAVE TO DRIVE
NUCLEAR DETERRENCE STRATEGY DOWNWARD.
What is less well known is that historically powers have also used the same
strategies at the lower levels of ethnic
community, tribe, and clan. This
approach was fundamental to the ways
that the British and the French once ran
their empires, particularly in the Islamic
world. And although it is now virtually
forgotten, such strategies were also fundamental to the way that the young
United States in the 19th century dealt
with the many conflicting Indian tribes
(sometimes called “nations”) on the
Western frontier.
When we put the two dimensions
together, we can see a sort of matrix in
which we could, first, identify a particular entity that surrounds and supports
either a terrorist group or a local node of
a transnational terrorist network, and,
second, locate the other entities that
surround and conflict with the first
entity. The most effective deterrence
would be to zero in on the right point in
the matrix and also on any adjacent
points that can be mobilized against it.
Every Sunni terrorist network, no
matter how transnational (like alQaeda and increasingly its franchises

“communities” as the “urban community,” the “African-American community,” or the “gay community.”
But in the Islamic world, the collective community identity is often so
strong as to be institutionalized by the
pervasive practice of endogamous marriage. Indeed, in this kind of culture first
cousins are often the preferred marriage
partner.
This collective identity may exist only
at the low level and narrow scope of the
clan or the tribe, or it may be at the
higher level and broader scope of the
ethnic community. With respect to our
problem of deterrence, the important
level and scope are where the sanctuary
and support of the Islamist terrorist network are found. It is here that we find
the collective entity that should be held
responsible for the actions of the terrorist network and should be the object of
the full panoply of deterrence methods
before an attack.
One of these methods, of course, is
to directly threaten the entity with
massive retaliation if a nuclear attack
emanates from a terrorist network that
it supports. Another and perhaps
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better method is more indirect: to
threaten the entity by supporting and
empowering its surrounding and conflicting entities. These other players
usually have ample historical reasons
for engaging in their own conflicts if
empowered to do so.
The place where most of these problems come together in a big and bad way
is the wild frontier region between
Afghanistan and Pakistan. Neither of the
two states can control its part of this
region, thus the area makes a good base
for the archetypal transnational Islamist
terrorist network that is al-Qaeda.

world. They are virtually the only ethnic
community in Afghanistan that supports
the Taliban. Indeed, almost everyone in
the Taliban is a Pashtun. It was, of
course, the Taliban regime, and therefore the Pashtun community, that
hosted and protected al-Qaeda before
the American invasion of Afghanistan in
2001. And it is the Pashtun community
in the Northwest Frontier Province and
Federally Administered Tribal Areas of
Pakistan that gives al-Qaeda a haven
there today.
Like many close-knit ethnic or tribal
communities, the Pashtuns have an

PERHAPS THE BEST WAY FOR AMERICANS TO THINK ABOUT THE PASHTUN TRIBES ON
THE FRONTIER WOULD BE THE WAY LATE-19TH-CENTURY AMERICANS THOUGHT ABOUT
THE APACHE AND COMANCHE TRIBES ON THEIR OWN SOUTHWEST FRONTIER.

The two parts of this frontier region
are the southern and eastern provinces
of Afghanistan and the neighboring
Northwest Frontier Province and Federally Administered Tribal Areas of Pakistan. The inhabitants are overwhelmingly Pashtuns, and although these
territories are formally divided between
two (failing) states, they have historically formed one cultural region and, in
the mind of the Pashtuns, one country—
Pashtunistan.
When the British ruled India, they
considered the Pashtuns (whom they
called the Pathans) a notoriously unruly
people—indeed, they called them
“ungovernable.” And so the Pashtuns
have remained, right down to the present day. We might now properly call
them a rogue people.
The Pashtuns’ roguery has come at
great cost to their neighboring ethnic
communities: the Tajiks, the Uzbeks, the
Hazaras, and the Punjabis. They are now
also a rogue people to the rest of the
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intense sense of communal identity and
almost no sense of individuality. They
also naturally have an intense awareness of the communal identity, even the
collective guilt, of their enemies. It is
impossible to deal with the Pashtuns as
if they were individuals, responding to
calculations of individual benefits and
costs. This is why, after more than six
years, no one has stepped forward to
turn in Osama bin Laden or Mullah
Muhammed Omar, the leader of the Taliban, even though the United States has
offered a $25-million reward for each.
The Pashtun ethical code is “Pashtunwali,” their unique Pashtun way.
The only way to deal with the Pashtuns is the way they deal with themselves and everyone else, as a community, one that is capable of both
collective honor and guilt. Perhaps the
best way for Americans to think about
the Pashtun tribes on the Northwest
Frontier would be the way late-19thcentury Americans thought about the
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Apache and Comanche tribes on their
own Southwest frontier at that time.
The Bush administration committed
a grave error in December 2001 and January 2002 when it did not pursue Osama
bin Laden and Mullah Mohammed
Omar until they were caught or killed or
turned over by their Pashtun protectors
to American officials. The administration correctly punished the Taliban for
supporting and harboring bin Laden
and al-Qaeda, at the level of the Afghan
state. But it foolishly did not drive that
punishment home, so the sanctuary
and support merely migrated to the
level of the Pashtun community and
local Taliban tribes.
Had the Bush administration carried
its retaliation to an effective and conclusive end, it would have achieved
many good results. Among them would
have been to lay a firm foundation upon
which credible deterrence against
Islamist terrorists could have been constructed for the future. For that grave
act of omission, we have already paid a
great price, and we are likely to pay a
fortune in the future.
Because the Pashtuns at this new and
lower level of community and tribes
continue to shelter al-Qaeda, they would
be a fitting target for retaliation if any
new—or nuclear—attack occurs. This
means that they would be a suitable
object of deterrence policy today, before
an attack.
Since the Pashtuns have been an
ungovernable people, perhaps they
should be assigned a territory where
they can govern themselves and only
themselves and no one else and where
they can do so in their own Pashtunwali
way. If that way includes learning how
to construct a state that can be held
responsible for the actions of itself and
its people, that would be a good thing,
and we can support it. If that way
instead includes providing sanctuary
and support for Islamist terrorists who
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are bent on acquiring and using nuclear
weapons, this will be a bad thing, and we
can destroy it.
Of course, it may now be impossible
for Americans—with their ideals of
individualism, liberalism, and democracy at the very core of their identity—
to deal directly with the Pashtuns in
such a communal and collective-guilt
way. There are, however, other ethnic
communities in Afghanistan—the
Tajiks, the Uzbeks, and the Hazaras—
and even in Pakistan, who have long
been dominated or abused by the Pashtuns and who would be willing to do
so, if this were allowed by the United
States and the other NATO countries
now operating in Afghanistan. Of
course, to allow the local and historical
adversaries of the Pashtuns to deal
with them in the local and historical
way—and the way of the Pashtuns
themselves—would be repugnant to
conventional standards of human
rights and universal justice. However,
sometimes local but generally held
conceptions of justice are more fitting
to local realities than universal, general ones.

strongest, the Pakistani state has never
been able to effectively govern the Federally Administered Tribal Areas,
which everyone, including successive
Pakistani governments, has officially
recognized as “autonomous.” That is to
say, the local, largely Pashtun tribes
have pretty much been able to do as
they please—and these tribes have
been pleased to provide support for alQaeda and the Taliban, so much so that
they have now spread out and are conducting terrorist attacks in the rest of
Pakistan.
There is a reason behind the weakness, a method to the madness, of the
Pakistani state with respect to the Pashtun Tribal Areas. Although almost no
one in the U.S. foreign-policy establishment talks about it, the cause can be
clearly seen with a look at the map. The
strategic center of the rather large
country that is Pakistan consists of a
rather small area in the northern Punjab
and is composed of the major cities of
Islamabad (the capital), Rawalpindi,
and Lahore. Lahore is only about 20
miles from the frontier with India, and
the Islamabad and Rawalpindi border

AN ISLAMIST PAKISTAN, WITH AL-QAEDA OPERATING ON ITS TERRITORY, WOULD
PROBABLY BE THE MOST DANGEROUS STATE IN THE WORLD, A ROGUE STATE IN
THE FULLEST SENSE OF THE TERM.
The Pakistani state has always been
artificial and brittle. It was created, as
both West Pakistan and East Pakistan,
in one bloody partition in 1947, and was
recreated in reduced form, as West
Pakistan alone, in a second partition in
1973. The United States has long tried
to make Pakistan into a strong state,
and the Bush administration is still
trying. The administration’s efforts,
however, are obviously failing, and the
Pakistani state is failing, too. Even at its

on the Northwest Frontier Province and
are only about 50 miles from the border
of the Tribal Areas [CHECK]. Moreover,
this entire strategic core is only about
150 miles in width.
This means that there has long been
an obvious strategy for the Indian military to pursue, if it should ever want to
destroy Pakistan, and that is a massive
military thrust across the strategic core.
An obvious response for the Pakistan
military is to seek strategic depth to its

rear—and to the west—and that means
in the Tribal Areas of Pakistan and even,
since it could become essential in the
event of an Indian invasion, in the Pashtun area of Afghanistan. Such a strategic
rear requires a friendly local host population—the Pashtuns. This is why the
Pakistani military, and its powerful
Inter-Services Intelligence agency, has
long insisted upon close and co-operative relations with the Pashtuns, be they
in Pakistan or Afghanistan and no
matter how dangerous they might be to
everyone else. This strategic link
between the Pakistani military and the
Pashtun community is the fatal flaw, the
toxic dump, of Pakistan as it relates to
the rest of the world. Very likely, it could
continue to emanate toxins—and terrorism—until Pakistan as a state is broken
and dissolved.
Moreover, with a strong Islamist presence in the country and even in the military, Pakistan could one day become an
Islamist state, one already possessing
nuclear weapons. An Islamist Pakistan,
with al-Qaeda operating on its territory,
would probably be the most dangerous
state in the world, a rogue state in the
fullest sense of the term. If the United
States should ever determine that this
state had to be put to an end, India
would obviously be the best one to do it,
to “crack the Paks” and bring about a
third partition of Pakistan.
In the ruins of this artificial country
would be four or five separate ethnic
states or provinces—most likely, the
Punjab, Sindh, Baluchistan, and, if the
Pashtuns should prove themselves
capable of rising to the level of a state,
Pashtunistan. Each could be reconstructed and ordered by the Indian Raj,
with a mixture of direct and indirect
rule not unlike the British Raj, which
once ruled these very same provinces.
And at long last, this artificial state with
its wild regions and fatal flaws would be
replaced with a strong state that could
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be held responsible for the Islamists
under its rule and that would have every
incentive to exercise this responsibility.
The essential U.S. strategic objective
in the Islamic world should be the establishment of strong, responsible states
that we can hold responsible for their
own actions and for the actions of the
Islamists who live within them.
The logic of this analysis leads to
what many people—at least neoconservatives—will consider a perverse conclusion. We consider it to be more a discerning, if paradoxical, one.
A good example of such a state is
Iran. When the United States is dealing
with this troublesome country, the
worst thing it could do would be to
destroy the Iranian state totally so that
Hezbollah and other Shi’ite terrorist networks would have no state to control
them. They would become unguided
missiles or loose cannons, careening
around the Middle East and even the
globe.
In regard to transnational Sunni terrorist networks, however, we do not
now have any obvious candidates for
strong, responsible states that can control them. Unless or until these are
established, deterrence will have to
point in a different direction.
For deterrence to survive in the new
nuclear age—the age defined by Sunni
Islamist terrorism—it must become
focused upon ethnic communities.
American strategists will have to learn
about the features of specific communities and even tribes, just as they
learned about specific states and
nations in the old nuclear age. And if
deterrence does not survive in this new
age, neither will we.
James Kurth is the Claude Smith Professor of Political Science at Swarthmore College, where he teaches American foreign policy, defense policy, and
international politics.
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In Search of
Dear Leader
The problem with partisanship: not enough of it
By Dennis Dale
IT IS A CLICHÉ that the masses crave a
strong leader. It is also demonstrably
true. It is also true that the political
class covets the uncomplicated efficacy of dictatorial rule. This impatience with republican limits can only
resolve itself in disdain for the wisdom,
and defiance of the will of the people.
For the ambitious political leader, the
population is the problem for which a
unifying monarch or council of oligarchs is the answer.
This impulse recognizes no ideology,
drawing many to the same remedy for
the frustration of disparate designs.
The priesthood of today’s prevailing
order, mainstream media pundits,
share this sentiment, often demonstrating it with unintentional comedy.
Witness Chris Matthews’ serial exaltation of the masculine virtues of John
McCain.
There is even a distinctly modern
American, pop-celebrity version that
imagines a benign leader who will unite
us in defiance of our most elemental
divisions by power of personality, liberal
severity, or mere demographic circumstance. Acolytes sometimes use the
familiar totalitarian method of simultaneously deifying and sentimentalizing
the chosen by denoting them with the
familiar forename; witness Hillary and
Rudy (or for that matter, Oprah). This
device is not available to all; the inelegant Barack doesn’t carry the same
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musical, open-ended vowel structure
(or the soft consonant ending of, say,
Saddam).
Andrew Sullivan’s boundless faith in
the power of Senator Obama’s comforting non-Caucasian visage to absolve our
sins in the eyes of the world and deliver
it finally to the faith that is Americanism
is one genre of the art of the benign
despot. Matthews’s affected regular-guy,
war-hero fascination is another.
This natural enemy of republican government didn’t escape the attention of
the founding fathers, and many of those
arguing for the necessity of a vigorous
chief executive reassured us that the
office envisioned by the Constitution
would not become the imperial presidency we have made of it. Among their
calculations was that legislators’ jealousy of their own power would naturally create resistance to executive overreach, rescuing us from a precarious
dependence on ethical discipline. Alas.
Needless to say, this has not happened, and the creeping expansion of
power concentrated in the executive
branch has become a rout in the frenzied, post-9/11 atmosphere. Congress
has abnegated all authority over war,
first by passing an open authorization
for the president to invade a nation
halfway around the world and powerless to threaten us, then by surrendering
the power of the purse and funding the
ensuing occupation at each turn—long
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